
We are seeking a dynamic, committed leader to join our management team as:

Manager, Business and Learning Technology 
Union-Exempt Pay Grade 13 — $121,830 to $142,551 (under review)

Business & Learning Technologies (B&LT) is responsible for all data and electronic communications in the district including 
school based technology, networks and internet, enterprise resource planning systems, telecommunications, student data 
and assessment data warehousing. The district is in year two of a five year, 13.5 million technology plan and B&LT is in the 
process of implementing recommendations from a department organizational and infrastructure review. 

B&LT supports both Google and Microsoft platforms. The district employs Bring Your Own Device with an average of 52,000 
unique devices connecting daily to the OCDSB network. 

Candidate Profile
The ideal candidate will have a university degree, specializing in computer science, engineering or a related field, with 
a minimum of 8 to 10 years of experience in a senior information technology role. An MBA or other relevant graduate 
degree is an asset, along with membership in the CIO Association of Canada.

Key Responsibilities
Under the general direction of the Superintendent of Instruction with responsibilities for Business and Learning 
Technologies, the Manager leads a team of 100 information technology professionals and project managers. The 
Manager is responsible for developing and implementing the board’s technology plan and ensuring that all systems 
necessary to support effective and efficient operations are in place. 

The Manager oversees the network, server and security infrastructure, and ensures the functionality of the enterprise 
systems to meet the operational requirements of the organization. The Manager is responsible for planning, 
administering and controlling the budget to support the departmental goals and the district’s strategic plan and 
overseeing change management initiatives within Business and Learning Technologies.

Required Skills and Abilities
• Sound knowledge of effective practices in key information technology disciplines such as planning, architecture, 

governance, project management, operations, security, privacy and effective related practices.

• Knowledge of technological trends in education and business, as well as relevant Board and Ministry of Education 
policies, guidelines and practices.

• Experience using data, evidence and metrics to make informed decisions that best support learning and well-being.

• Project management experience to plan, oversee and support major initiatives.

• Experience in implementing and monitoring best technology related practices in K - 12 educational environments.

Application Process
Qualified candidates are invited to apply to this opportunity by emailing a detailed resume and cover letter to 
hrcompetitions@ocdsb.ca on or before 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, January 10, 2019. We thank all applicants for their interest, 
however, only those selected for an interview will be contacted.

The Ottawa-Carleton District School Board is a dynamic, creative 
learning organization that fosters the achievement, well-being  
and dignity of every student.  

The OCDSB is the largest school district in Eastern Ontario, 
serving 73,000 students in 147 schools. 

The Ottawa-Carleton District School Board is committed to equity for all students and staff and to delivering the highest quality 
education through a qualified workforce that reflects the diversity of the students and communities it serves. Applicants who  

may require accommodations at any point in the selection process are invited to contact hrcompetitions@ocdsb.ca.


